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				5		4		3		2		1		Notes

		Facts and Figures: Population, Size, Nickname, Motto, Bird/Flower/Tree, etc., Year of Inclusion		Many facts that pertain directly to the state.  Well-organized and logically presented.  Beyond expectations.		Meets the requirement.  Includes major factual information, but does not go beyond what is asked.		Some facts, but also some gaps in information.  Does not include all of the required information.		Very few facts.  One or two simple ideas, but little work and research evident.		No facts to speak of.

		License Plate		Hand drawn and colorful. Interestingly displayed.  Explanation offered.		Drawn to simply meet requirement.  Uninteresting, yet still captures the essence of the plate.  Some detail.		Poorly drawn or copied, but includes some detail.  Appears to have been an afterthought.		Sloppily done with little or no detail.		No license plate.

		Map: Hand-drawn, major cities, rivers, geographical features, adjoining areas		Detailed and precise.  Large enough to be seen when presented.  Explanation offered.  Includes all requirements and then some.		Some detail, but not as strong as possible.  Includes most major features but neither as complete nor as precise as possible.		Poorly drawn or copied with little if any interesting detail.  Major cities included, but little else.		Basically an outline only.  Difficult to see from the audience and includes almost no detail.		No map.

		Bumper Sticker		Catchy slogan and interesting design.  Colorful.		Obviously includes some thought, but presentation/drawing is a bit off.		Simply done to fulfill requirement.  Little thought evident and/or poor drawing.		Completed, but that's all.  Very poor execution.		No bumper sticker.

		Trivia		Interesting facts.  Goes beyond the mundane and really searches out lesser known info.		Some good facts, but either too few or not as interesting as possible.		More well-known facts rather than looking for the lesser known.  Not enough info.		One or two mundane facts.  Little preparation.		No trivia.

		Presentation		Well-presented.  Clear, loud voice.  Within the time requirements.  Goes beyond what is required.  Makes the overall project interesting for all.		A strong presentation, but with a few gaps in either speaking or overall delivery.		Info is communicated, but little passion or energy displayed.  Major gaps.		Too short and without any emotion.  Gives audience little reason to be interested.		Obviously not practiced or prepared.  Extremely poor in all areas.
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The Northeast and The Atlantic Provinces

















The States

		Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island

		Mid-Atlantic States: New York, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey

		Largest/Smallest State: New York/Rhode Island

		Most/Least Populated: New York/Vermont









The Northeast Population &Area

		5% of the nation’s area

		20% of the nation’s population

		Most Densely Populated Region









Major Geographic Features

		Appalachian Mountains

		Connecticut River, Hudson River, Susquehanna River









Region History & Location 

		Contains areas first settled by Europeans

		Served as a GATEWAY for immigrants



		The Northeast is located east of the Great Lakes and north of the Mason Dixon line









Industry

		Coal, Iron Ore and oil are the main source of industrialization

		Heart of Industry and Commerce for nation

		One of the most industrialized and urbanized areas in the world

		Philly, NYC and Boston are international trade centers









Industry (cont.)

		Iron, steel, petroleum and lumber are all common industries

		Most people living in the northeast are employed in manufacturing and service industries

		Mid-Atlantic states referred to as “rust belt”









The Megalopolis

		A megalopolis is a region in which several cities and surrounding cities grow together

		The “BosWash” megalopolis stretches over 500 miles of highly urbanized areafrom Boston, Massachusetts to Washington D.C.

		Contains 1/6 of the nation’s population









The Atlantic Provinces







The Provinces

		Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Newfoundland

		Cities



	Halifax, Nova Scotia, St. John, and New Brunswick







Population

		Contains 8% of Canada’s population

		The reason for this is rugged terrain and severe weather

		Almost no land for farming

		Contains 5% of the Canada’s area









Industry

		Main industries 



	Logging and Fishing









THE END
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Sheet1

		Name :  ________________________________

		Date :    ________________

								States

		1				18				35

		2				19				36

		3				20				37

		4				21				38

		5				22				39

		6				23				40

		7				24				41

		8				25				42

		9				26				43

		10				27				44

		11				28				45

		12				29				46

		13				30				47

		14				31				48

		15				32				49

		16				33				50

		17				34

								Capitals

		1				18				35

		2				19				36

		3				20				37

		4				21				38

		5				22				39

		6				23				40

		7				24				41

		8				25				42

		9				26				43

		10				27				44

		11				28				45

		12				29				46

		13				30				47

		14				31				48

		15				32				49

		16				33				50

		17				34
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Sheet1

		Physical Map Key

		Rivers								Mountains								Lakes

		A		Connecticut						1		Appalachians						V		Superior

		B		Hudson						2		Rockies						W		Michigan

		C		Susquehanna						3		Coast Ranges						X		Huron

		D		Potomac						4		Sierra Nevadas						Y		Erie

		E		Chatahoochee						5		Sierra Madres						Z		Ontario

		F		Mississippi						6		Cascades

		G		Tennessee

		H		Ohio

		I		Wisconsin

		J		Missouri

		K		Platte

		L		Arkansas

		M		Brazos

		N		Rio Grande

		O		Gila

		P		Colorado

		Q		San Joaquin

		R		Sacramento

		S		Snake

		T		Columbia

		U		Yukon
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Core Provinces

By Eric Snyder Tommy Brennan Sean Stanton and Ryan McCarthy







Quebec

		-capital is Quebec City.

		-the largest province in terms of square miles.

		-located in eastern Canada.

		-Quebec is a French-speaking province.

		Flower is the Blue Flag. 

		Tree is the Yellow Birch. 

		Bird is the Snowy Owl.

		“Motto "Je me souviens" which is French for "I remember”.















Ontario

		-Ontario is one of the provinces in Eastern Canada

		-It is the second largest province.

		 -Ontario's capital city is Toronto.

		-Ottawa, the capital of Canada, is in southern Ontario.

		-flower - Trillium, 

		-tree - Eastern White Pine

		-bird -Common Loon 

		-Ontario's motto is "Loyal she began, loyal she remains".

















Special Thanks

		http://www.ontariotravelinformation.ca/sscima

		http://www.saskschools.ca/~gregory/canada/facts/on.htmlges/maps/NorthAmericaMapONT.gif

		http://www.rvtravel.com/blog/canada/uploaded_images/7-Wonders---Niagara-Falls-729133.jpg










Geography Project


Choose a US State, Territory, or Canadian Province

Now that you have chosen your state, territory, or province, it’s time to begin working on your project.  Basically, you are going to become the class expert on your choice.  You can use the internet, school library, your textbook, encyclopedias, etc. to gather information.  Obviously you will need to find the “nuts and bolts” facts about your choice, but look for lesser-known, interesting facts as well.


Required Information:


· Facts and figures:  Find out your areas population; size (in square miles); nickname; motto; official bird, flower, etc; and the year in which it became part of the US/Canada.

· License Plate:  Using the website http://www.15q.net/usindex.html for America, http://www.15q.net/canindex.html for Canada, and http://www.worldlicenseplates.com/world/NA_USDT.html for US territories, choose a license plate and recreate it (in color) for your project.

· Map:  Very simple…draw a map of your area.  Include all major cities, rivers, geographical features, etc.  Also include adjoining states/territories/provinces/countries.

· Bumper Sticker:  Create a bumper sticker with a catchy slogan to entice people to visit your area.

· Trivia:  Choose any other fun info that you didn’t know before and think the class would find interesting.

Your final project should be done on posterboard and be creatively designed.  You must list your sources on the back of the paper.  You will be required to present your area to the class.  Presentations should last between 2-4 minutes.  Simply reading from the posterboard may not get you to the required length, so practice at home first!


Due Dates: Wednesday, 28 Nov. and Thursday, 29 Nov.
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Education Place: http://www.eduplace.com


United States: Physical
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